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reduce

!

raise

"

eliminate

−

create

�

apply the four actions framework to the 
traditional higher-end hotel





affordable luxury



reduce

!

raise

"

eliminate

−

create

�

no kitchen

table seated 
restaurant

fitness, wet areas, spa

room
 space

free
WiFi

freeVideo-on-Demand

living room 
atmosphere

price

check-in p
rocess

modern design
 

furniture

bed &
pillows

concierge, etc.

luxury in mid-
segment



eliminate certain tasks ...





no kitchen, but ...







and create a living room atmosphere...







small, but functional and well designed ...









there are many rooms...





all rooms are prefab & standardized...



































skype.com

Logitech ...

SME businesses

mass customers 

globally

free VOIP & 

video calling

cheap calls (skype out)

mass 
customization

fraud 

management

software 
development

software 

developm
ent

complaint management

software

software 
developers

Logitech

payment 

providers

telco

partners

skype out

hardware
sales

free

base of users



?what is the difference with the Telco 
business model?



buzz$group



vs.TELCO



base of users

software

software 
developers skype.com

Logitech ...

SME businesses

mass customers 

globally

free VOIP & 

video calling

cheap calls (skype out)

mass 
customization

fraud 

management

software 
development

software developm
ent

complaint management

Logitech

payment 

providers

telco

partners

skype out

hardware
sales

free

global coverage

100% low cost

100% automatic

roughly similar 
but cheaper/free

software 
developm.

not all have to 
pay

software 
company

outsourcing 
non-core

Vs. Telco

no network



your%favorite



?Sketch out the most 
interesting business model 

you have come across



strengths/weaknesses



KEY
PARTNERS

OFFER  CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

REVENUE STREAMSCOST STRUCTURE

KEY
ACTIVITIES

KEY
RESOURCES+/−





OFFER

DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS

 CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

REVENUE STREAMSCOST STRUCTURE

KEY
ACTIVITIES

PARTNER
NETWORK

KEY
RESOURCES

business model

3rd party sellers

warehouses & 
inventory

retail stuff 
over the web

sales margin

amazon.com

affiliates

mass-
customization

IT 
infrastructure

delivery

affiliates

people

fulfillment

content 
management

fulfillment technology & 
content

marketing

IT management

mass 
customers 

globally

e5commerce
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+ ?what are the strengths and 
weaknesses of Amazon’s 

business model?

-



OFFER

DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS

 CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

REVENUE STREAMSCOST STRUCTURE

KEY
ACTIVITIES

PARTNER
NETWORK

KEY
RESOURCES

business model

3rd party sellers

warehouses & 
inventory

retail stuff 
over the web

sales margin

amazon.com

affiliates

mass-
customization

IT 
infrastructure

delivery

affiliates

people

fulfillment

content 
management

fulfillment technology & 
content

marketing

IT management

mass 
customers 

globally

+ -



[source:,Read,Write,Web,,October,28,,2007]

-



IT2Infrastructure2Services2are2
Amazon.com’s2big2strategic2bet!

+



?how,could,Amazon,
change,its,business,

model?





[source:,Amazon.com,,September,28,,2009]





OFFER

DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNELS

 CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

REVENUE STREAMSCOST STRUCTURE

KEY
ACTIVITIES

PARTNER
NETWORK

KEY
RESOURCES

3rd party sellers

warehouses & 
inventory

retail stuff 
over the web

sales margin

mass 
customers 

globally

amazon.com

affiliates

mass-
customization

delivery

affiliates

people

fulfillment

content 
management

fulfillment

IT services
(e.g. S3, EC2)

Internet 
interfaces

Internet 
companies

utility fees

IT management

IT infrastructure

marketing
technology & 

content

with s3 business model

cloud



5 years ago in Mexico





Pomarfin - a Finnish shoe manufacturer
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retail 

partners

sales forces

mass shoe 
market

sales to 
retailers

B2B logistics

B2B logistics

shoe 
manufacturing

manufacturing
 

costs

shoe factorie
s

retail 

partners



?What’s the big challenge for 
Pomarfin and its shoe 
manufacturing model?





?How could 
Pomarfin change 

its business model?



Pomarfin - a Finnish shoe manufacturer



Pomarfin invented the 
“perfect fit” shoe, based on a 

technology innovation
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retail 

partners
retail 

partners

sales forces

mass shoe 
market

sales to 
retailers

B2B logistics

B2B logistics

foot 
scanning 

technology

shoe 
manufacturing

manufacturing 

costs



?How could Pomarfin change 
its business model to 

introduce the foot-scanner to 
offer personalized shoes?
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retail 

partners
retail 

partners

sales forces

mass shoe 
market

sales to 
retailers

B2B logistics

B2B logistics

foot 
scanning 

technology

shoe 
manufacturing

manufacturing 

costs



brainstorm



trigger,
quesNons



?which (new) channels would be 
interesting to develop or emphasize 

to reach our customers?

1

idea

idea
idea



?what if we had to offer our core 
product/service for free? how would 

we replace that lost revenue?

2



?which new strategic partners 
could we work with to leverage 

our business model?

3



?how could we generate 
more recurring revenues?

4



?what if we stopped manufacturing 
in order to build a platform 

business (e.g. Apple’s appstore)? 
how could you do that?

5



?how could we better use the 
Internet (e.g. automate, self-

service, low-cost offers)?

6



?how could we dramatically 
increase switching costs?

7



?for which new segments - other 
than shoe buyers - could we 
develop a value proposition?

9



break=out



business
model



short text 
supporting the 

image and 
explaining the 

idea

Headline



idea,fair


